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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY CUNY
Gala Event Marks Univers.ity.s-' 20th
Anniversary

by Emile Gomez and Esmond Scott
On October 1, a birthday p�ty was held at New York's Sheraton Center. The
guest of honor., a 20 year old, could not attend. The honoree, surprisingly, was not
a single person, but an amalgam of buildings, faculty, and students. This unique
mixture is commonly referred to as The City University 6f 'New York.
The joyous spirit that permeated the event,. the Universitys' 20th anniversary,
stood as a reaffirmation of what CUNY has done, and what it can continue to be.
Tliis feeling was especially pronounced in the keynote speeches.
David Margolis, a City College Business School (later known as Baruch)..
graduate, noted in his commentary tha,t CUNY and the city .that is its home go
hand in h;md. "CUNY, like New York, symbolizes .the ethnic and cultural
diversity that makes it special." Margolis called for the business community to
have a deeper understanding of the .potential of CUNY grads. "Impeccable
credentials are gone," Mar-golis stated. "Empl0yers ar� looking for people who'
can learn and gr0w on the jo0. Th-e preppy ·1oi;,ks 'is g0ne:;,-:::; 1;:,;s..,_ r'-;- .,, ,,.,
The pr�nci al speaker, fo1:ine
Representative Shi�ley Chisolm,
-herself ·a Bro0lclyn "Co· eg��aau:te, - Vlei? Chante� or 'Rev. ''i\��vh
ealy;
opened her talk by warning the audience f©cused on .the ·Universitys' character.
that "the hopes of the yoJJng are being "Like the city, CUNY is quick on its
murdered. Don't look to the Supreme feet, thoughtful, ironic, and· tough."
Court for help this time." Ms. Chisolm Rev. He�ly wished CUNY well, and that
said that in order to correct this its reputation as the only municipal
problem, "We must strengthen our· university system,. which includes one of
selves, the country, and the world. The the top ten business graduate schools
only way to do this is to go back to (Baruch) continue. "CUNY's long
school. That is where our.future lies. Our identification with the na.tion's greatest
seabed, from where we will flourish."
city, its years in service to the urban

TIGHTENING THE BELT
ON STUDENT LOANS
by Phillip McConnell

Due to new regulations affecting the they will be eligible for the 9% rate. One
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, all significant point is that now, the 5o/o
loans issued at the 9%. rate will be given originators fee can be added to the loan
a one time only grace period of six application as an !ldditional cost or
months before repayment.
expense in the seciton marked "Cost of
The minimum repayment fee for all E.ducation."
For those students whose family
- guaranteed loans have b ·een Jncreased
from $360 annually to $600 annually or income is above $30,000 they will have
' to have a speciai table drawn up to deter
50% ·per month rather than 30%.
While increasing the rate of repay· mine a special amount (Family Contribu
ment, the maximum amount of a loan to tion), and that amount will . b e
an independent student on the .under subtracted from the cost of education
.graduate level has been reduced from and the student will be eligible for the
difference. All s. tudents who have not
$3,000 to $2,500 for the academit year.
All students applying for Guaranteed · y�t filled a need analysis form (CSAF) or
Student Loans must fill out a need a Basic Grant application, a Student
analysis form based on income and Eligibility Report (SER) will be required
family size. For students.whose adjust· to document their or their familiy's
ed gorss income is less than $30,000 no income.
further information is necessary and

I?oor through more than five great immi
grant waves, its academic distinction
from the lofty top of this graduate
school to the rich variety of its colleges;
its tradition of gathering to itself a
multiplicity of nations, races, creeds and

people and taming themk to tolerate
each other, at least in order to learn; all
these promise that the compassionate
agenda of this University and the nation
will be handed on to young New Yorkers
for years to come."
;ontinued on page 12
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EDITORIALGOLD-THE ONLY ANSWER
During the last few weeks, a 17 member congressional committee has been engaged
in a debate that, one way or another, will have a profound effect on the American
economy. This committee, the Gold Commission, is deciding on the virtues of
restoring the gold standard. Based on recent economic events, the unequivocal
response from the committee must be a return to.the gold standard.
fo keeping with his e!ectiort time promise, President Reagan passed the largest
amount of tax cuts in history. Along with these cuts, Reagan called for government
to follow suit and trim needless spending. This ambitious plan, which went into·
effect on October 1, has been given a cold reception by Wall Street and eco analysts.
Interest rates, Reagan's objective in fighting inflation, have aGtually increased as a
result.
This reaction from the business community, along with an apparent
underestimation of the real size of the deficit, has sent Reagan back to the drawing
boards. 0.n September 18, the President proposed a second set of budget cuts with
an increase in taxes. Specifically, individuals will no longer be able to take energy
tax credits and the minimum amount of income needed for reporting unemployment
insurance benefits will be lowered from its present $20,000. Reagan's expected
reaction, a general calm o.ver the business world, has not surfaced. This time, even
cabinet officials have stated disapproval with the plan.
Out of desperation, it seems, Reagan has turned to the gold standard as a last
resort. I believe that this plans' merits outweigh its disadvantages.
Under the gold standard, individuals can exchange a certain amount·of currency
for a quantity of the precious metal. The advantage in this system is that it
functions automatically. For example, if prices ;n t.his country would suddenly rise
faster than other countries; gold would flow out of the Government's stockpile as
people substituted their less valuable (in terms of purchasing power) dollars for the
metal. As the country's gold reserves fell, the money supply would shrink, business
activity would drop and inflation would slow. As prices dropped due to this
slowdown, gold would -once again flow in, and the process would start over.
The plan is not without its faults, however. One point, some _claim, is that the two
largest producers of gold, the Soviet Union and South Africa, can literally control
the supply of gold themselves. The gold market, though, has bPen flooded over the
past decade. The U.S. alone commands about 10% of the world's supply, thereby
negating an act by others.
The biggest disadvantage, according to analysts, is that the economy would be
put through times of "abundance and want". In other words, the outflow of gold
may be so severe that it could cripple the economy. This is one of the reasons why
President Nixon suspended the gold standard in 1971.
.
_
.
Taking this into account, one of the President's economic advisors, Arthur Laffer,
has devised a plan where part of the nation's gold stock must be restricted to finance
its outstanding debt. The remainder will be for sale. A st9pgap, ln case the worst
should occur, is also built into the idea. The Gold Commission is now considering
this plan.
At this point, the co,untry has to do something and fast. With double c;ligit
inflation and interest rates approaching 20%, our economy may be on its last legs.
Reagan, in announcing his budget cuts of September 18, said, "Government must
continue ato do its share, but I ask all of you as private citizens to join this effort,
too." Mr. President, the discipline that the gold standard provides, that of limiting
the consant printing of paper money, is something that cannot be overlooked. Gold,
sir, is the only answer.
-Emile Go�ez
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STUDENT ACTIVITY FEES NO
LONGER CONTROLLED BY
STUDENTS.
How many of you know that a recent resolution has been passed by the City Uni
versity Board of Trustees to take away the control of Student Activity Fees from
the students and turn it over to the direct control of the Chancellor?·
From now on "The·Chancellor or his/her designee shall promulgate regulation in a
fiscal accountability handbook, to regulate ·a11 aspects of the ·collection, deposit,
financial disclosure, accounting procedures, financial payments, documentation,
contracts, travel vouchers, investments, and surpluses of Student Activity Fees and
all other procedural and documentary aspects necessary, as determined by the
Chancellor or his designee to protect the integrity and accountability of all student
activity fee funds."
Once again, th1;1 powens that be have struck like a thief in the night, striking silent
and without warning and wounded the heart and soul of the student body by taking
away what little sense of autonomy we had left and thereby stripping us of our right
to manage our own affairs.
Imagine what our governing bodies must think of us if they feel that we cannot
determine how our o.wn i;no!}i.es ave spent. Are we fr-ivolou·s, ·igno!'ant, incapacitated,
inept or what?
We cannot allow this type of thinking to be perpetuated among the powers that
administer and adjudicate the laws and policies that affect us in an institution that
was designed with our l;>enefit ih mind.
This places in excess 0£ "Ten Million Dollars" in the hands of the respective
college presidents to determine what is best for us as students. Are we to stand in
line while our hard earned dollars are doled out to us like an allowance to an
adolescent?
This manifests clearly the Jack of _c.9p.�$j�g�-,,ess 92-,th,� Pi'!r�f tM �-�u��t, l!"�ders.
Why is it that we are not informed of these policy adaptations untp it is Loo latEl to
stoptfiem?·
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We as cohsumer·s, we as adults ,in,. an' •institution
of higher ,...learning
denounce
wholeheartedly this blatent act of fiscal castration, for it shows clearly that it is
inconsistent with the basic premise of a college education, which is to educate, and
edify, for the sole purpose of being successful at controlling ones owri destiny.
_.

-Phillip McConnell

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN! BEWARE!
We are now settled comfortably (I hope). The semestei: is weli on its way and many
of us have already heard the dates of our first in a long series of tests. VERY SOON
the 50s, 60s, 7Qs, 80s, and 90s �ill place us in categories. VERY SOON some will feel
aliove the others when the higher percentages are·issued their way. VERY SOON we
will be taggea by observant and meticulous professors. VERY SOON some will feel
incompetent. VERY SOON some will develop complacency. VERY SOON bad
habits will plague us.
Probation and debarment still exist in a college where we have secured a most
prized spot. Baruch is among the nation's top ten business colleges. It is (should be)
a prized privilege to attent · unless of course we can afford the snob app�al of the Ivy
League colleges. Since most of us cannot, l�t us make the best of our situation.
While we go "Blarneying,': "Phantoming,'' "Tuliping," socializing, and plain
goofing, let us remember where we are. We ·are here in this highly accredited
institution to achieve that cherished degree. Lest we forget: STOP, LOOK, LISTEN
and B·EWARE!
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NOW HEAR THIS·!
by De� Bertha S. Newhouse

_Dropping a, Class.

If you plan to withdraw from a class,
don't wait until the last day, November
Do you plan to remain at Baruch for · 6. If the instructor gives you the equiva
more than one term? Then please give lent of a failing grade, "WU" or "WF,"
prior to your resignation, the failing
heed to these words of caution.
The College rules and regulations are grade remains. You cannot wait until an
· very carefully spelled out in the 1981/82 examination . is returned before you
Under.graduate Student Handbook pp. decide to withdraw. The November 6 ·
9-23. You are responsible for knowing date is fixed.
If you drop a class, you had better dis
them and understanding them thoroughly. As long as a policy is seated in a cover from the Financial Aid Office
College publication you do not have _ to what the effect of that drop is on subse made a better than "C" average for Fall
Summary
be informed individually. Please-"no- quent TAP pl;\yments and other forms of 1981. So-do your best.
Baruch is very serious about its
body told me" is not an excuse! Any fin.ancial aid.
T:l).at is why we
standards.
academic
"INC" and "ABS" Grades
questions should be put to counselors in
If you are debarred, no appeal for rein enjoy the fine reputation we have. If you
on
Was
I
That
Me
Told
"Nobody
the appropriate Office of Curriular Guid
statement will be heard until "Inc" and wish to remain with us you are subject
Probation."
ance. Well intentioned friends can do a
"Abs" grades are resolved. "Inc" and · to the College rules and regulations at
great job of misleading you.
Nobody is supposed to tell you. If . "A,bs" grades are ·violations· of all times.
The 1981-82 Academic Calendar your overall average fell below a "C" in probation. They also may affect TAP
All we ask is that you remember that
informs you of import1U1t dates d�ng Spring 1981 or over the Summer, (seep. money for the next semester.
·
your primary obligation is your college
the year, holidays and such-and also 16 in Student Handbook on how to com
·Motto: Make sure that all work is education. Work hard and do well so we
the scheduled dates for making up pute your grade index} you are on ,proba handed in at the appropriate time and all cart all be proud of you and our College.
examinations, resolving Inc. and Abs. tion. You may not register for Spring examinations are taken on time so that
grades from the previous term, etc.
1982 until it is determined that you have you receive a final grade.

EVENING STUDENT ASSEMBLY HOLDS MEETING
by Roger Burchard

An official plenary meeting of the
Evening Session Student Assembly was
held 0n Tuesday, September, 22, 1981: A
number of items were reviewed by the
Asseinbly in this its first meeting of the
new school year.
The Career Development Series, a
program being organizeµ by the
Assembly that will aid students in their
career decisions, was discussed. All
members of the E.S.S.A. were asked to
participate in the planning and
implmentation of this program. The
Career Planning and Placement Office
has been working very closely with the
Assembly in putting together a
professional Series. The Student
Development Center, which actively
seeks to guide students in their careers,
has an abundance of materials and
resources which will be very helpful.
Faculty members and department
chairmen wjll be asked to contribute to
the programs by submitting articles for
publication in the Reporter, as well
advising their classes on upcoming
events that would be pertinent to their
field of study. We hope to have
distinguished faculty, as well as outside
, representatives of industry come to
these lectures and seminars and advise

FLO RA'S
fHILOSOPHY:

students on what awaits them after Senate. As such, he reported on
graduation.
developments of a recent meeting of the
A discussion was held regarding the U.S.S. He stressed that the U.S.S. is
recruitment of new members to the working hard for the C.U.N.Y. students,
Student Assembly, and on encouraging . and that many significant issues were
more students to take an active role in being addressed.
Discussion was prompted by .the
advisory and s�arch committees for the
Administration. It was emphasized that presence of a Tape Recorder at the
students need not be Members to be a· meeting. This was the first time a
part of any committees or to participate meeting was being taped. Although it
at Assembly meetings.· It was decided was agreed that this method would
that announcements would be made in ensure the accuracy of the minutes, a
the Reporter as to when meettngs will be motion was made and duly passed that
held, and all students would be invited · allowed the use of the Recorder at future
to attend. Meetings have always been meetings.
. .
Ari Parnes, Vice President of Fiscal
public, but have never been well
Affairs, advised the Assembly that he
_
.
publicized.
Mike Moskowi�z. Vice President of was working on compiling a list of pro
External Affairs, advised the Assembly gram and scheduling conflicts resulting
that he is currently JVOrking on a propos from the Fall program at Baruch. Many
al that the E.S.S.A. will submit to the students have complained t-o Assembly
Registrar which will outline improve members that they were unable to take
ments in Baruch's program schedule certain courses because of · these
based on comparisons of other colleges conflicts. By presenting a list of obvious
in the New York area. A fully document conflicts to the Registrars office, we
ed proposal, which makes reference to hope to highlight the problems students
other coll1;1ges ·- and their present have been having.
. The Evening Session Student Assem
systems, will have much influence.
Collin Leroy was confirmed in his bly is considering membership on the
appointed position as Alternate to _the United States Association of Evening
Delegate to the University Student Students (USAES), which is a national

GOOD BETTER BEST
Never let them REST

Until your GOOD is
BETTER

organization dedicated to serving the
needs of evening students. One of the
E.S.S.A.'s members, Julian Aronowitz,

is a trustee of this organization, and as

such provided in-depth information on
the benefits of Baruch's membership.
Thii, issue was tabled -until the next
meeting.
Reference was made to the .Jack of
open . facilities for evening students,
such as the pool, gym, etc. These had
been open at one time in the past, but
due' to budget problems and non-use,
many evening hours were curtailed. It
was suggested we investigate to !lee how
many students would like to see these
facilities reopened in. the evening, and
appeal to the Administration if
resp'onses are favorable.
Anna Swain announced t h e
establishment o f a new Evening Club
which would promote the Visual and
Performing Arts. New members and
contributors are being sought.
Th.e meeting ended at 10:30 PM,
scheduling the next one for October 6th.
This date has been postponed to
Thursday, October 15th, 1981 at 9:15.

and your BeTTER is
BEST!
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IN THE NEWS
by Flora N. Daniels

Those '' Golden
Hand-Cuffs"

$ Stretching

Owning your own phone can be a
considerable savings and help reduce
your family budget. ITT and General
Companies have long retained treasured
Elec.tric have p)aced various telephone
employees (especially the top executive
models on the market for consumer
sort)
with whopping salaries, liberal ben
purchase. In fact, if you purchase your
efits and useful amenities. (commonly
phone instead of leasing it from Ma Bell,
known as "perks"): But you don't neces
you would be able to pay for the phone
sarily have to be top management
(depending upon the price, of course)
anymore to come into your own.
within a time frame of from one to two
Highly competitive industries are now
years. Prices start at about $49.99. Once
luring and keeping specialized middle
you have paid for your phone, you could
management talent or critical skills
realize a savings of at least $6.00 a
employees with what are being called
month.
There is no penalty for the purchase of As new car prices zoom out of sight, "golden handcuffs" incentives, includ
your own phone, and Ma Bell offers a used car sales could hardly be stronger. ing stock grants.and <,:ash bonuses of up
rebate when the unused equipment is · Both· u:s. and foreign autos are to $10,000.
According to Herbert Sokol, senior
retaining more of their value than at any
returned.
It's a good idea to buy your phone and time in recent years. "There's a buyer partner of R. W. Consultants, a New
save the monthly· charge of leasing it. for practically.anything that runs," says York executive search firm, the incen
This way you only p�y for the calls and James H. Lawrence, editor of the t i v e s a r e . a r e s u l t of '' s�lary
National ' Automobile Dealers Official compression." That's when a -prospec
service·and not the phone rental.
tive employee's inflated market' value
Used Car Guide.
As in. the past years, foreign cars are makes the salary of those already in the
doing be�t of all, retaining close to 60% job look like peanuts.
Preserving your family history on tape of their original value. But Detroit is
The glittering incentives are being of
could provide years of enjoyment as well catching up. Four-year old U.S fered to specialized talent mainly in
as serve as a valuable source for subcompacts are worth an average 55% pharmaceutical, construction, packaged
information in the_years to come. These of their original prices, 6% better than in goods, computer, information pz:o<:es
"oral . autobiog:i-aphies" of parents, 1980. Mid-size cars have held on to 52% sing equipment firms and otlier fields
children, relative_s, and friends could of their original values, compared with where the skills and/or .ex;perie_nC.!l are in
easily be captured on a portable only, 39% in 1980.
short supply.
audiocassette recorder or even your
Companies may balk, but this kind of
But domestic full-s;.ze and luxury cars
home stereo system. However, an made the biggest improvement by far. non-salary wheeling and dealing seems
efficient indexing system is a must.
Th�ir retained worth increased by more to be here to stay. Bonuses and stock
Such cassettes, containing an individ than 17% in a year to 48%, largely grants are expensive, Sokol admits, but
ual's life story in his or her words, can be because gasoline si.ipplies are ample, and . "companies must consider the cost of
played back years from now to produce notes Lawrence, "people are getting either not hiring a needed person or of
laughter, tears, and informative used to $1.50-per gallon gasoline." losing and replacing a valuable
employee."
answers.
MONEY Magazine.

Used Car Boom

Taping History

Where Did.the '81
June Grads Go?

for engineers are up almost 12%, with el
ectric engineers reporting salaries as
high as $27,300 ·(normally the average
Some of them went to work. How did salary is around $25,000), say placement
they fair? Some made out better than officials in the · Metropolitan area.
others.
.Starting salaries offers for chemical and
mechanical engineers range froi:n
The Class of 1981 is reporting in from $20,000 to $25,000. This windfall is
the employment front after three attributed to a shortage of graduates in
months of job searching. Graduates in the last five years.
professional field.s like engineering,
Graduates in business received 26% of
accounting and computer ·sciences were the on campus offers and found salaries
aggressively recruited with starting 12% higher this year. Accounting·
salaries higher than ever. But the large majors were in the ·highest demand 11,nd
number of liberal arts, communications commanded fat paychecks. The Pace
and even business administration University pla'cement office reported
graduates are clawing the market for starting salaries as high as $23,000 for
graduates in the top of the class and an
openings paying $12;000.
Still, a lot of jobs are available-even average· -$17,000 overall. Marketing
for students with non-specialized majors have found that sales marketing
degrees. College placement officers and and retail sales offer employment at
recruiters say insurance and finance', salaries from $14.,000 to $17,000.
companies and retail sales firms are Computer Science majors faired pretty
well with starting salaries averaging
grabbing up the new gnadua,tes.
The-Engineering students, this year, about $20,000 and placement officers
made up less than 10% of the say graduates with some computer work
graduating class but received 65% of the experience are receiving as much as
job offers on campus. Starting salaries $25,000. More important, the computer

"ME" Makes Room
for "US"

Recent findings in studies conducted by
social scientists and reveal a shift from
the "ME",era that was prevalent in the
70s to an "US" generation.
The "ME" or self actualizing era,
wher.e attitu.de was to "D0 .Your Own
Thing," has proven to'·have 'had mrad
verse a.ffeet; for thbse'·inaividuals exhib
iting this type of behavior in their inteF
personal relationships. They seem to
find themselves more alienated,
introverted, isolated and unfulfilled.
Behavor.ists view tlµs kend toward
more commitment and sharing among
young people as an indication of change
and believe that the "ME" era must now
niak� room for the "US" generation.

science field is expanding. Some liberal
arts students are taking computer
courses-and are getting jobs in tli.at field '
with starting salaries at $17,000 and
$18,000
For the liberal arts major, it is a bit
soon �o call their job-search results. The
three month period following commence
ment is not considered a long time to be
seeking work for graduates with genei:al
studies backgrounds.
However, a good number of graduates
have found a renewed demand in tradi
tional professions that haven't offered
job opportunities for almost a qecade.
Teaching, nursing; special education and
secretarial work may once again be
attractive job markets. Another tradit the health care field are starting work at
ional profession expected to boon in the salaries averaging $16,000 a year, with
80s is health-care services. Openings for starting salaries for nursing graduates
dental assistants and hygienists should at approximately $13,5001 ·a year. For
double in the next few years, reports the nurses, the 11ational shortage has now
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Also, thera reached '100,000 positions. The Amerpists, pharmacists, labora,tory technol - ican Nurses Association. cites long
ogists and hospital orderlies should see hours, required weekend and night
job openings increasing by almost 50%. shifts, and low status in the hospital
At the same time, salalries are up hierarchy · as factors causing many
16.2% over last year and graduates in workers to leave the profession.
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C.U.N�Y-PROFILE
News Service Via
"Electronic Mail"
by Phillip McConnell
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BARUCH LEADS NATION IN
· MARKETING . DEGREES
by Stan Saplin

Indiana University ranked seco�d in
the country, with 4q4 degrees awarded.
The only other institutions which issued
more than 300 degrees were Pennsylvan
ia State University, 331; the University
of Texas, 321; Ohio State University,
318; and Miami lTniversity, 316.
and New York University were
Baruch
.
the only schools in the metropolitan area
to rank among the top 25 institutions in
the study. NYU was ninth with 248
marketing degrees conferred.
Other local colleges and universities
which granted 100 or more marketing
degrees in the year of the study were St.
John's. University, 156; C.W.. Post Col
lege, 144; Hofstra University, 133;
Seton Hall University, 121; Fairleigh
Dickinson University, 106; and Pace
University, 101.

Baruch College. led the nation in the
and requires special seminars to learn number of m,arketi�g degrees granted in
78/79, according to a study released
to get out CUNY and go how to use it.
The Wylbur System on the other hand r_ecently by the U.S. Department of
nowhere and most of it has excellent -storage space and word Education's National Center for Educa
will be (heir own fault, processing capabilities, which are just tion Statistics.
A total of 404 colleges and universities
but whether it's the perfect for the editing of stories once which
have degree programs.in market
are put into the system.
student's fault or the they
repor.ted the granting of 21,019
ing
"It's a combination. of the two
the
+ault,
'
Pro"essors
in the year of the study. It was
degrees
I'
I'
systems that make the news service
student will be the one to work, because of the quick message the highest number ever awarded in a
capabilities and the storage space, single year.
bear the burden
_Baruch's total of marketing degrees
people-can ju_st log'into it and withdraw
"It's something that the school has been the information that's waiting .there for was 534. Of these, 481· were Bachelor's
. degrees and 51 were Master ,.s. Two
wanting to do for. a long time," says them."
Mike says that he's very .optimistic. Ph.D. _degrees were conferred by the
Michael Herman, a graduating
Journalism major at City College, when · about the potential of the service, and City University of New York to students
he talks about his establishing the first that right now he has regular reporters who did their work at Baruch.
•· '' · covering different beats throughout the
City Uni;versity News Service.
"What we want to do is to pi;ovide an City ,University area. He also says that outlet for the stuclent newspapers, and a because the peo:ple involved are so good Mike at the Board of Trustees building thing boils down to his- attitude towards
different avenue of getting these stories· that the only thing left is to wait for the ,at 794-5555 or at 690-8177.
his education.
Mike .came to . City College after
other schools to get their own terminals
out to all the schools."
"Right now, the City Colleges have
The idea behind it is to facilitate the set up. ·
attending. two previous colleges, more minority students coming in an
1
The idea of the CUNY news service is. · Syracuse University -and Emerson thes.e students are the ones who have to
covering of stories that couldn t have
been covered by other schools primarily beginning to catch on around and·among College in Boston. He is originally from work twice as hard to get ahead because
because of lack of staffing that pertain the CUNY officials. Mr. Robin Elliott of New York and upon gi:;aduation hopes to of their backgrounds. 'These are the
to C.U.N.Y. Board of Trustees or- the the City University Relations Office-has· get a job with a major newspaper or same students who_ are not getting
allocated the service monies to expand. attend graduate school.
involved· in the forms of the student
University student senate.
The News Service functions via its operation.
Reflecting back upon his journalism media such as the newspapers and radio
"Robin gave us two things. He gave training he has received in CUNY, he stations, and these are the ones who are
'-'Electr9nic Mail"; using the Wylbur
ahcl the VM-370 system. The VM us a cash allocation of $3,000-·whereby· says that it is uneven. "All the really going to be in for a terrible shock
6 people 'could be employe<i, on a opportunities are there, aut the actual upon graduation.
,··about
ges
a
mess_
;<i}uick
system gives the>user
"A lot of people are going to get out of
-9•capability,,,and was designed with that -part. 'time basis 1over thersummer; and guidance -from .the professors isn't." A
v
·• 'pnr.posedn mind cl':Jpon-'lbgging. into·'the "·• the other. monies- were donated in the -Jot·. of times th<;, students are w.orking in CUNY and· go nowhere' and most of it
sy.stem_, ·it·aler,ts the user that-thene are:<',, form of "Computer Tiniit', by'giving us a· vacuum without a real good dialogue will be their own fault, but whether it's
the- student's fault or the professor's
messages-waiting for them. Inises sh:01:t �· designated,hours.to·use ,the terminals."· - between student and professor.
He says that a lot of students·just ' fault, the student will be the one to bear
. "'messages of -:1:0 lines with,80 d1ai:aetens··.> Akeady thei!e are mtems·worlring·for-•
to -a line. The only drawback- to the.VM the News Sel'Vice for academic credits:· don-'t understand what it mea_ns- to "be a the burden."·
system is that it is fairly complicated All ·interested students should contact journalist or a newscaster, and the whole

"A lot of people are going

0

REGISTRATION IN REVlEW
New Procedures·, and_S�rvices Aid Students

With 'rirtually the entire senior and
was an experiment that we started in the on time had their registration revoked,
graduate classes registered, the
spring of '81. The response was so tre- and had to start the process again.
According to Mr. Friedenberg, the Registrar's office next turned· its
mendous that we expanded the. program
The long lines of frustrated· students to include seniors, too." Several weeks success of Mail Ins shows that there are -attention to the rest of the student body.
that have characterized registrations of before -actual registration, seniors and those willing to respond to some time The staff expected the remaining 10,000
the past have miraculously disappeared graduate students were sent a complete saving measures. In fact, Friedenberg applicants to sign up during the
this semester. New registration-- registration kit. Those eager to get first has announced that early registration scheduled 10 days of registration. To
proceq�s and student services seem to ' crack at classes and wishing to avoid a for graduates and seniors will take place assist in the process, many new
tedious day at school took advantage of ._ in the---first..,part of Decembe for the volunteers, 1runners), were sought. This
be the answers.
•
'Pinhas Friedenberg of the Registrar's registrating early. Of the 3500 students Spring, 1982 semester. "Eventually, - streaµilining of the system, according to
office comments on the newest of regis· who regi·stered early, 3077 paid their there will be a day when the whole Mrs. Friedenberg, is the main reason for ·
tration steps, Mail In Registration. "It tuition on time. Those who did not pay school will register by mail." .
the absence of long lines.
by Emile Gomez

--

continued on page 12
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EVENING.S ES S.I·o·N ·sTUDENTASSEMBLY
therefore join student · goverm.nent to You m_ay · be surprised at how little it · people bring to these oi,ganizations that
ensure better representation to the takes to be active in thes.e evening give them their true appeal. Through
administration. , They care that others . organizations. Although eac}i. has rules these groups you would have better ·
·interested in a common goal or interest · and · requirements for _membership, access and more awareness of the
Participation at a recent Evening come together, so they form special- almost everyone would ,be able to 'administration, facilities, and special
Session Student Assembly meeting interest clubs.' If n.ot"for these ambitious participate in some way. Don't forget,· events inthe school. You become a more
provoked �ome, t!ioughts 011 those in_dividuals, there would be no social these organizations are comprized of rounded - out .student, which is taken
individuals _ who participate in events or lectures, seminars and films in individuals in the same work and school 'into s�rious consideration by futUFe
extracurricular activities.
the ev·ening to supplement yogr college situation as you: They understand your employers. They l9ok for leader,sl\.ip,
difficulties, !µId try to acc9mmodate · organizational, and managerial skills
Historjcally th·e Evep.ing S�udent · experience.
Admittedly, life has not been-easy for your�.. Even 1f you won'.t commit · you learn in your extracurri<mlar
Govermnent has suffered from student
apathy. Few people �olunteered their those who have taken it upon yourself, it is not imperative that·you be activities. And active. participation in
time to the organization; and even fewer themselves to provide these extra a me!Ilber to be active. ·Many students ·some of ·these evening organization·s
show up at · meetings. Therefore, not. services at Baruch. They face ridicule feel strongly about certain school issues - heips you while you're in school, with
- much could be accomplished. It was· from fellow students who feel' these · and may want to serve on advisory earlier regiiitration being a ·oenef.it
s c h o o l enj oy.ed b y thos _e assisting at
to ·· the
arg1J.ed th�t people :work all day, have efforts are- a "waste of time" and ·c o m m i t t e e s
families to gci home _to, and have long unimp_ortant. ·unfortunately, it_ is they administration. �ome to Student registration.
distances to travel. After a whole."day of who have wasted their time: You .cannot Government meetings and see for
As you can see, there are many sides
work, and. an evening, of classes, few learn sol�ly from reading lsooks · and yourself ho-"' you are being represented'. · to being an active student at Baruch.
people wanted to !ltay.for meetings.
attending classes'. Much is gained by-on- Clubs welcome_ aative participation from We ai:e fortunate-to have a cooperative
Thes� problems· still exist, yet mo_ re -. hands experience. Those students who -all students in the · Filanning- and administFation and faculty on which to
and more student_s are overcom
_ ing them_ never participate. in ap.y extracurricular execution of their· many e"ents. The call for guidance and suppor.t. Baruch
and becoming· active p·artidpantri. It is activity will have deprived themseives more peopie who have attended an offers many · fine clubs whose past
�teresting to note, however; that mariy of, the experience of planajng, organizing event, the" ):Ilore successful the ·, -per'forman'ce have emphasized the
of th9se riame individuals who are active and running club· and government organization ha$·been,in r�ilching out to importance· of this educaUona.l
·
supplement at college. Please contact
in student government, are also stud_eilt events. · They- will never, know the students.
Ther.e-is a practical, as well as i11trinsic the· Evening Session Student Assemliily
leaders in the various evening club_s. comradery and teamwork necessary to
They too, have full-time jobs, families, make these orgapiz�tions successful: side to being active in extracurricular in room 5Qi. of tlie 26th street building
and long distances to travel. But t)le T
_ hey will never be "whole" students, activities. Each student pays a Student ai}y evening if you have apy, questions
dedication and effort of these special because they will always be are moved Activity Fee, which is divided up to fund r.egarding evening clubs -and student
rest
the
from
apart
them
set
have
people
many separat.e sutdent .servfces. government. With your help, we'll make
from the mainstream of college life.
.
of the Baruch community. They arfl not
Many of you may have wanted to·.join Im;luded in this fee is the support of .· Baruch a better college.
as wrapped up as many other_s are in the Student Government, or a particular your clubs and student governme11t. But
iRo&'�)�urcpard, Pr.esident'
just coming to class ·and rushing home. Club, but were worried that you woulcl these funds can go ju,st i,o fw,-: it is the
energy, ,,.and ·v.ita)..ity ·, ,th�t,: Q.!c!WCat�-� eIJ,J �Jl'.!'l.WJ\� �e&Iito11/;lJ�g,<&tAssembly
not be able to fulfill Y,Our committments.
They are concerned about others_, and
.
_

PRESIDENTS
MESSAGE:

-A TTEN'f}·oN,-·

..Jll.�UtJ1I

(

£J!Rl3

9lJt--�

,I

. Writers, Photographers,
Artists,_ Journalists

lf you're loo�ing_.for an ot;1tlet
for your talents and� want to
experience what publishing· a
new_spaper is .all about then
come to the
. HOUSE.
REPORTER OPEN
6�H:30 F�iday Oct. 23rd in the
GUEST'SPEAKERS
REFRESHMENTS
oak lounge-. 2nd floor· of the_·
.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Student Center at -E. 22nd St.
· All are invited, Bring a friend_.
For more.info contact the Reporter office
at
26th St. Building
S21,
Rm
725-7297
-SEE YOU THERE�

i'
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Thomsan Stationerys'
Guide
for the happy Baruch student

by Emile Gomez

. . Quality school supplies

It was 'a boring Thursday in the special guest has arrived," he bellowed.
newsroom. I just finished a story for the Could it be Lizza Minelli or Fracl<
paper, anci I was thinking about my next Sinatra? "N.Y., N.Y." is their theme
assignment. After what seemed like song. The same authorative figure put
hours, 1 came up empty. Could it be my thoughts to resL "Presenting the
po_ssible -that there was nothing news- Mayor of New York, Ed Koch." This is
worthy at all? There was always some- it.
As the crowd applauded, Esmond and
thing for Lou Grant to do.
0
With nothing else to do, I started to I inched our way towards the front of
read the only book that was in the the room. The thought of getting a scoop
Reporter's office: Webster's Dictionary. was filling my mind. Ed was here to
My edjt�r, Phil McConnell, foi;tunately proclaim the week of October 1-7 as
stopped me when he rushed into the "CUNY Week". After this brief
office. "Emile, I have a story for you," ceremony, Mr. New York greeted his
he said. '"'There is a reception at the · constituents.'
Like a tiger ready to pounce on l:iis
Sheraton 1 for CUNY's anniyersary. Gb
with Esmond and cover it." Esmond is intended victim, this was-my chance t'6
another f,taff reporter. "Great," I said, question Koch. I stuck out my hand and'
"Who is Jsupposed to be tl.iere?" "Carey said "Mr. Mayor." Koch.took my hand
and Mayor Koch," Phil answered. and heartily shook it. "Nice to meet
"Maybe you can interview Koch on you." he saifi. Well, at least he didn't
tuition." Now Phil was talking. Me and say, "How I'm doin'?"
the.Mayor, jawing about issues vital to
He shook my hand! This stunned me.
every CUNY student. This was an The Mayor of New York, shaking my
assignment that Mike Wallace drools hand. WOW! Wait a minute. ·Wait a
� ' minute, Back to reality, Emile. You are
over. "Okay''Ph'µ, f"ll go."
.,.,e�A'sJ '.Eiilli6"rtcf'anlP<:J' ,tf6'araetl the �st"' •'nob bet.el.to stwJgaze. •You ar-e• here to ..
side train, I thought about what I interview the Mayor. When I remember-.
wanted to say to the Mayor. I must ed this� � .. as? st'.¥ting- to'. lea'vs.
_
admit, my view of Ed '(How 'm I doing') Mayors nave
busy schedules, you know.
Koch was not objective. It seems that
As I went after Ed, I saw. Esmond
his clever lines sidetrack reporters from standing next to him, talking. Besides
�
the real issues. His view of New York, it being a good reporter, Esmond is very
h. �.1:1
also seems, only extends . witliin the brave. Ed was near the frop.t door when
limits of Manhattan. I live in the Bronx. he gave his response to the CUNY
What is he doing_ about the people who tuition fees. "It depends on what the
live there, or in 'other bouroughs, for that state does." Before dismissing this
comment as political rhetoric; I analyzed
matter?
More ideas popped into my head. The what he said. During the fiscal crisis of
dirty trains that are never on time. The 1976, as part of the salvation of CUNY,
crime rate that is constantly on the rise. New York State took over the funding
The fact that he is both Republican and for CUNY's seni9r colleges. Ed was
Democratic party's candidate for right.·
The Mayor continued to stride
Mayor. The possible tuition increase for
CUNY students. The more I thought, towards the street exit. For a person
the more prepared I seeme<;i to be. Oh, who once complained of a weight
one more thing. The press have dubbed problem, he was surprisingly spry. I
him the twin brother of chicken king could not let him go without asking him
Frank Perdue. Since I have never met something. "Mr. Mayor, what about the
the man face to face, I gave him the federal budget cuts. How will this effect
benefit of the doubt.
CUNY?" His answer was standard, "It
Esmond and I arrived 30 minutes late. has an adverse effect on the city." And
SEMINAR: Wednesday, October 21, 1981
with that, he left. Two quotes, hardly
I
person
firs�
tI:ie
I immediately quizz�d
6:00PM - 7:30 PM
saw about His Honor. "Koch is not here profound. Ed did it again. So much for a
yet,". the receptionist said, "but you scoop.
Gl(?bus
Lounge,
360
PAS, 17th Fl.
In assessing my performance, I would
missed the Govenor." That comment
made me more determined to see the say that it would even embarrass
Edward R. Murrow. If General Patton
Mayor.
One hour passed, and Ed was not was my editor, he would probably slap
Get Expert Advise on:
there. During this time many speeches my face. It seems, in the final analysis,
were said.. A reception followed. And that it was not Ed who gets out of jams,
* Selling Yourself
still no Mayor. Was he copping out? He but the reporters who let him do so. I
Guide to a Successful Interview
just was not aggressive. To correct this
couldn't do this to me.
Pitfalls of the interview
The reception, I must declare, went I am starting to re.ad a book called "The
* Much more important advise
smoothly. The band, composed of New, Improved, Aggressive You." Mr.
CUNY students, were well tuned. Mayor, we will meet again.
I
Ed
that
met
now
have
way,
the
By
Suddenly during the playing of "New
***Good Interviews Open Doors***
York, New York", an authorative face to face, he does look a little like
Come and discover the techniques that will get you the job you want
looking m a n a p p r oached the Frank Perdue.
miC,fophone. "Ladies and gentlemen, a

• New and used typewriters
• Professionally printed"resumes
• Courteous service
LOW, LOW PRICES
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6.) There were really people here Y,.o"m all wa!ks of life, as the clic� goes.
,

•

•

•

•

-·_

.: .,

\"

�-· .

,.

!.

\

MAD.1S01'
BO·OK

2.) Booths siich as this. one emphasized particular publications of a publisher; others
offered a variety of themes a11d writers.

by Danie
On September the 30th, from 11 o'clock t,
on 5th Avenue and on 52nd and 53rd str
Ma'dtson Avenue,-a:.oook"faw'•with>che, ti.
hel1, S-%�Q.¥r�f . �P��j;e� pfctlte .�aµie� '"
variqus ,p_u6lishing co.mpanjes, b.oth la11greading of b�oks and, also, to celebrate ti
Booths manned:l:>y :v,ario-gs_. publishing c,
alo;g the streets,-and th� bookstores ale
shoppers.·
Also, tl�ere was a literary brunch l!eld at
brunch, held in the Grand Ballroom of ti
speakers: Eric Ambler, Maya Angelou, J-c
inter�sting things about. the brunch, besid
said; w.as being .able to watch the writer�
with.Fran Lebqwitz, and seemed.to agree·
has a i;esponsibility not only to himslllf b1
in which he talked with a slight and con
writer dead after he'd reached a certain a
attuned to Maya An�elou and sb.e seemeJ

8.) The brunch, c"o:sponsor,ed by �he Village Voice, was· attended
by librarians, society
·
matrons, students, businessmen, etc.
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5J This· guy here had a young lady holding each hand: the power of a p�nstripe suit:

10.) May_a Angelou spokf! about writing about the human condition, the choices people make and why. She then read some of her work.

fAVENUE
FAIR
,I Garrett

,

.

.

1) 5.o�leck: bet.wen -�h ami,!'!!7,th
_, stmilt�
eet'sE:ffoin 'th-I:! 'i\ven'ti'e�of-th:� Americas to
b.eme "New YorK IifBook Country"'\,l.,lis
ame which is made up of individuals from
e and small·, to encourage, basicallx,
· ' the
1e reading of books: ·
ompany·personnel and writers were set up
,ng the streets were open to visitors and
12 in the Plaza Hotel at 59th and 5th. The
. ie hotel, included these writers as guests
>hn Irving and Fr� Lebowitz. bne·of the
les the-delicious food and what.the writers
; respond to each other. They all laugheq
, with Eric Ambler's stating that a writer
1t to his audience after a comic beginning
scious paranoia about persons wanting a
,g�. And John Irving seemed particularly
:l quite charmed by him.

4.) Batman and Wonder Woman were there, signing autographs, talking to kids and
adults. Some of the.girls thought Batman ·sexy, while some of the guys oogled
Wonder Woman.

11.) John Irving .illustrated his thought �hat· the writer is a medium by telling the
audience a very funny story that he did not create but that did actually happen.

3.) Some of the booths were game booths; with this game, if you threw the ball in one
of the holes, you received a prize.
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A Poet's Portrait
by Daniel Garrett
Sheila Desert is a poet. Sheila Desert is, also, a light-skinned, short afroed, young
black woman, .who was born in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, in 1958, moved to the U.S.
when she was 6 years old, lived first in Washington, moved to Maryland at 13, where
she completed the years of her adolescence, attended Washington College for a year
before transferring to Georgetown University in Washington for 1 semester. She,
then, went back _to Haiti for two years, returned to the U.S. and enrolled at Baruch.
Her major is Management. She hopes to get into·-law and to continue writing.
Sheila Desert is warm-spirited, intelligent, and.... beautiful.

in the midst of a sweaty
heated discussion
about me being so damned independent
my uncle came out with his
certified/signed/stamped/passed by
•
law
shit!!!
name it statement
to inform me ·of his superiority
on the mefe fact that h-e could send his
piss squirting onto
a wall
something
he on his· high horse gloating told me
i could never do
but see being a woman/an island
woman at that
how
would/could he ever begin to
comprehend
least of all me wasting my good
breath to explain'
my joy of squatting ,to take a long
hq,rd piss to '
relieve.my bladder·-,,"\:�',
the squatting 'which my limbs supported
when he or any other man never did
during_ by daily wash at the_
ri·verlcooking by the fire/
long patient wait under the shade of
a bana1J,a tree for my infinite
variety of wares to sell/rhythmic beating
'()/._inanio'c, .coffee:-milled
-,...,.;;.swa'ytng'into .the ',:i
·11,�._"W::,:;;;.-i4
""'..,..,
· •'.\'
't'�,��r,eh"::: ·��:

quick grab it before it fades
grab your heritage and spin it spin it
into the dreams of your children
show then before it is too late
the books of timbuktu/art of ghanalcitadelle of Haiti
let them hear and make them understand the meaning
echoing in reggae tunes
teach them of their gods
prepare for them feasts from the abundance of their land
instill in their fresh blood
the fineness/pride of Blackness
quick grab the half naked dancer
the lone calypso drummer
and spin them spin them
into the dreams of your children.

i developed
in the arc of a womb
weary of childbirth performa�ces
unalfle to stop ·the cyclic .leaks of indoctrination
founded on a seemingly sound Christian philosophy
i layed
stubbornly suckling"on sere•elongated breasts r •
extracting the offering of their last few precious drops
of lifegiving treasures
i cuddled
in spent but firm arms
balanced between stove and sink
hips and summer soft shoulders
i survived
on extended gospel lullabies/
secret "special" moments doted out to her "ori,ly" daughter
stolen from Mamma's 18 hour day worksheet/
and
love strokes
mixing the proper ingredients
for my rise into
womanhood.

Your Benin face
masks All the treasures of Africa
Your eyes allude
to deep/refreshing in-land streams
Your slenderness depicts the
splendor of Masai bloodlines
Your essence
unfolds the. magic and refinement of
the gods.

Q: You've traveled to Venezuela,
France, the Central African Republic;
what has this done for you?
A: It's given me a larger base of
reference. Also, living in an American
environment yet growing up in a Haitian
home really affected my writing, my
whole process of thinking. I had two
cultures to deal with. Whereas some peo
ple just accept one culture as definitive, I
had to see and judge for myself.
Q: What are some of the things that
you try to get into your writing?
A: Communication between human
beings on a very real level, what's really
in the heart ...Communication and love,

She sits
quietly reserved
delicate as a rose-carnation
yet
her eyes speak of a stem hardened determination
tholfgh
the heart pays the toll for years of wear and tear
but
gracefully she submerges/accepts as always the burning anguish
a child
comes in need
she reaches/embraces/lays the little head on her breasts
stroking and swaying she hums a-lullaby
for
She is Woman.
not the stuff on TV or records but the
way it is and how we really deal with it,
are two most important things. My main
focus in writing poetry, besides self
expression, is for me to let someone know
that someone else has been through what
they're feeling.
Q: You're from a very upper middle
class family and now you're, by choice,
living in a shelter for. displaced persons,
acting as housemother for a group of
individuals who've fallen nearly as low as
individuals can fall, and you're receiving
no salary ; could you talk about how your
family feels about this, what it means to
you and how it might affect your writing?
A: My parents have been privileged,

but strict, and this I am grateful for, and
now, though a bit wary at first, they are
supportive. I've been humbled. It's
helped me because I was drilled with: you
are better; it's part of Haitian culture.
At the house, especially now that some
of the senior staff ladies are on vacation, I
keep the house going. I give instructions
to the other staff members, plan and cook
. dinners, scrub ... we all have a lot to
do ...I, we, have to deal with emotional
needs also. (Most of the time she doesn't
get to sleep until 2) I do take off for
weekends and see my family and friends.
The shelter is a place for women who
have been abandoned. It's a place where

yeah!!!
supported me through my y.(!ars
reinforcing my womdn'ess
giving me the gift of laughter
to laugh a long loud gleeful serenade
to knock him of his horse biting the dust
after understanding his utter stupidity
because as the facts stack/stand up
straight by themselves
and the caribbean winds cooling
me .affirm
i never needed to reassure or justify
myself to anybody
could never be pushed/knocked off
. anything
because my limbs
rolling hips
swaying thighs
agile legs
showed/taught/confirmed
i would never envy/fantasize
or have it in my nautre the desire
to
ever want to- be like any man.

they can feel loved and supported. It's
one of the very few shelters that offer a
home environment, not just a facility.
This is because �f love, and though it
only touches a few of the many who have
to be touched we're hoping that these few
can go back into society and be produc
tive. (The shelter houses 16, for an
average of 6 months, with a staff of 5.)
This is definitely enriching. I think my
poetry will be stronger, even more con
centrated on the human experience.
Q: ls there anything you want to say
about the poems that will appear in this
issue of The Reporter?
A: They're some of my favorite among
the poems I've written.
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THROUGH THE EYES OF
BOB MARLEY·
BY Esmond Scott
"Through the Eyes of Bob Marley" is a left in 1975 to pursue their separate
series dedicated-to the late great king of careers. Today, less than a decade
and
Reggae. The intention is to present his. millions of dollars later Marley has
,.
themes.
gained international fame. But his

Fly away Home to Zion,
Fly away Home
morning when my_ work is
bright
One
over
I'll fly away home

Much has been said and much has
been written abou
_ t Mr. Robert Nesta
Marley during his life and especially
-since he succumbed on Monday, May 11,
1981, to the carcinogenic cells which had
occupied his body. The superlatives and
eulogies have been many. And yet, there
are some who have asked, "Who was
(this) .Bob M�ley?" I h·ave heard th�t
question asked on numerous occasions.
More than once, in an effort to answer,.
the questionee has Teferred to I SHOT
THE .SHERIFF saying that Marley.
"also"
did
that
number.
Well.
. . excusable. The truth is, Eric
Clapton, who brought that song to .the
top of the Americ_an charts, was
repi:oducing a composition that Marley
had done before.
A few, days after Marley's death, one
columnist from a major New York City
daily newspaper, in an effort to describe
the singer's life, works, and style,
propogated that he was a mixture of
B o b D y l an a n d M i c k Jagger.
Well.
. inexeusable. Not only is the
melanin of their pigmentation different
but, as in the case of Dylan, in the 1970s,
Bob has heard ijttle if any at all about
him. Bob Marley was not a "'mixture."
He was pure, raw, undulterated,
.indigenous to his country-Jamaica.
Bob Marley made the international
scene in 1972 when . Island Records
signed him, Beverly Kelso, Peter Tosh·,
and Bunny Livingston (Wailer). Beverly
Kelso left the group quite early and
Peter Tosh and Bunny Livingston both

rise
has· been far from mercurial.
Marley's career started· as early as
1961 when he did JUDGE NOT which
was sharply followed by a rendition of .
Brook Benton's ONE MORE CUP OF
COFFEE. These were mere attempts.
His early successes cme in the mid
sixties when hits like.SIMMEJ;l, DOWN
and PUT IT ON rocked the Caribbean.
This seemingly steadfast rise was
stopped. somewhat when Marley
migrated to the United States. He soon
returned to Jamaica when threatened by
the draft and resumed his job as a
welder. His mother, Cedella Booker,
recalled that Qnce Bob's eyes were
injured when a piece of steel got stuck in
his eyes. In his agony, Miss Booker
disclosed that Bob said, "I told you that
welding is not my line (ideal occupation).
-Singing is my line, because if I was .
singing all this wouldn't happen."
No one knows but he might have made
it as a "Bing Crosby" in the army or a
top bodyman with General Motors,
Bavarian Motor works or even with the
Rolls Royce Corporation.·But from the
dusty ashes of restlessness and seeming
faili.µ-e, Marley rose like the Phoenix to
etch his name in the highest portals of
Cecelia. Those who believe in the
omniscience of God will say that there
was a path carved and the Divinity
which shapes our ends can be
exemplified by a look at Robert Marley.
At times Bob Marley's lyrics have
been quite caustic and at other times
having strong undertones. A devo�t_
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brethren of the Rastafarians, his lyrics
were greatly influenced .by his early
upbringing in the ghettoes of Kingston,
Jamasica, his scepticism of politics,
Babylon (the world of colonialists and
oppressors) and his belief in His
Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, King
of Kings, Lord of Lords, Conquering lion
of the Tribe of Judah, Light of the World
and Elect of God.
Throughout his music, the "King of
reggae" opted for equal rights. and
justice and was very much against the
Eteoclesian struggles which he · saw
emanating- from political institutions
and those at the helm of societies.
Politics, in his eyes, also brings about
chaos, disorder and wars. And, while he
was critical of the political system, Bob
did not propose an ideal or an
alternative. He was just skeptical of any
system which tended to regulate,
restrain and corrupt. In one song Bob
said· that "total destruction" was the
only �olution to the hazarcls in the world
and that the tussle· (then) between
Mugabe and Smith in Zimbabwe was the
only clear cut solution to majority rule
which was long becoming and overdue in
the Black Man's land. Jn short, his
words tended to promote Africanism, to
have equal rights and justice and stop
wars and political vices. Inequality and
imbalance of power, the uneven
distribution- of wealth. and the
irregularities -animmoralities in the
elevated echelons of society were also of
major concern.
He -was a revolutionary and at the
same time a sage. The lyrics Marley
gave us were insights to the
preoccupations of his mind.
Nex
1
��

"It's Better
tE;E�;};;;;t
- CONTEST -FOR
_
·
.
,,
SESSION
In . -th·. e E ven1ng · sTuDENT ASSEMBLY
INTERNATIONAL
NEEDS YOU
BUSINESS PAPERS NOW
If you are concerned about your
education
OPEN -$500 FIRST PRl'ZE
If you want a voice in the

A nationwide contest is open for student papers on international business subject�.
The contest is open to all U.S. and foreign, graduate and undergraduate students.
Entrants do not have to be business majors.
A preliminary &aft of proposed paper, in accord with the enc�se'd Guidelines, �s
due December 1, 1981, at the Institute of International Education, sponsor of this
competition, as part of its 7th Student Conference on International Busi�ess, March
15-16, 1982. The Student Conference is an official adjunct of the 45th Chicago World
Trade Conference.
First place Winner must be able to prese}!t paper in Chicago at the World Trade
Conference/Student Conference, and will receive a $500 prize, travel expenses to
Chicago from within the Continental U.S., and the Chicago World Trad1': Conference

��

First Runner-up will receive ·a $250 prize; all other Finalists will receive $75.
Winning papers are usually published.
.
.
.
. Previous winners include students from_ Brigham Young Uruvers1ty, Columbia
University, Indiana University, Ohio Sta�e Vniversity, the University of Georgia
(Athens), and the University of Michigan.
*For further information contact:
Philip Byers or Marian Laud
Student Conference on International Business
Institute of International filcl.miation
401 N. Wabash Ave., Suite 534
Chicago,. Illinois 60611
Telephone: 312/644-1400

/)
ATTENTION
DISABLED
STUDENTS
Need Help in
Finding a Full Time
Job?

decisions being made
Then become a member of the
Student Assembly
Your voice will be heard
Baruch College has many
interesting committees on
which Evening Students need
· to be represented
Don't let others make all the

decisions
Become part of the process

M�ybe you're eligible for involvement in - The Evening Session Student
The Job Clearinghouse
Assembly is looking for
placement for the disabled
interested students who would
A program designed to assist those with
like to become members. We
a physical or emotional problem that
limits their employability. For further also need interested students to
serve in an advisory capacity
information contact:
Ms. Rachel Grunbart
Please contact us in Room- 501,
Room: 1735
26th St. Bldg M-Th after 5PM
360 Park Avenue South
You can make a difference!
Pho�e: 725-4458 or 777-7010

BIRTHDAY

continued from page 1

The reception also marked another
celebration Qf sorts. Robert Kibbee, ·
CUNY's thirq chancellor, was honored
for his decade of service in leadihg the
University through its worse of times.'
For Q;i.s.achie:vement, a special award has
,...·been . .named after, Kibbee, and .will be
, . gi, v en t0,those who ,have "contributed
memorably and substantially to the cul
tural,- intellectual, and social life of the
New York City community and its
unique public university."
Also honored during the dinner were
former mayor Robert Wagner, who
brought CUNY to life during his tenur.e,
and civil rights advocates Stanley Lo
well and Max Rubin. Each received hon
orary Doctor of Laws degrees.
Among the 1300 guests in a.ttendance
were the presidents of the 18 colleges
that comprise CUNY, faculty, and past
and present students. From the political
arena, Governor Hugh Carey, City
Council President Carol Bellamly, and
l\'fayor Ed Koch were on hand. The
mayor brought a city proclamation that
called for the week of October 1-7 to be
"CUNY Week". When later questioned
about the possibility of higher tuition

fees for CUNY students, Mayor Koch
responded by saying, "It depends on
what the state does." New York state
now prov.:i,des t11e
fin.\mcing'{o}: CJJ_MY's
J
seniOi:ncbliegesr.� �sR;ia T6t.-hl� 0Pifil<iiif 6f r;
how the fedeFal g0vemment's oudget
cuts will affect. CUNYc, Kooh saicl, "lt
has an acl:verse. affect on the ·city.: The
·tax credits.given to the oil companies,
which �ount to 16 billion dollars,
should be rescinded. That alone would
help us."
All
all, the dinner was a statement
of the power and purpose of The City
University of Ne:,v York: the develop·
ment of public higher education for the
urban poor. A quote from the charter of
the Free Academy (later known as City
College) sums it best..
"The experiment is to be tried,
whether the highest education can
be given to the masses;· whether
the children of the whole people
can be educated; and whether an
institution of learning of the high
est grade, can be successfully
controlled by the popular will, not
by the priviledged few but by the
priviledged many."

agoruzmg ques� of what classes · Many of them are not adjusted to
college life." Mr. Duggan refers to a
should a student take. Representatives
pr�hlem that sociologists call "transfer
from the various disciplines were at the
shock".
students' disposal. ·For the forgotten
To combat this, Helpline volunteers
transfer students, their prayers were
actively sought transfer students and
answered, too. This year, for the first
questioned them on their first imprei3'
time, the plight of transfer students,
ions of the school. Subsequently, the volwhich number over 1000, were met,head
unteers directed them· to the proper
on by Baruch's Helpline organization.
school officials with regards to ,credits
According to Joe Duggan, Helpline
earned at their former sc ools,
"e.q
director, transfers have a problem
procedures, and general directions to
unique onto themselves. "There are
campus buildings.
programs specifically for freshmen.
The final judge of the registration proThere are none for transfer students.

cess, however, is· ·the students them·
selves. Most, when asked, said that it.,.
was smooth. "I don't think that the lines
were bad," Ann Fiscella, a registration
volunteer, said. "The grads, though,
knew absolutely nothing." One fresh
man, who did not wish to be identified,
said, "I was lucky. It took me only 45
minutes. The services were very helpful.
I'm all set. One student griped about
0n�Fj')blem that even the ,most skilled
administrator. coul not solve. "All of
my classes conflict with my job
schedµle." Well, you can't please every
one, can you?

m

REGISTRATION

continued from page 5
Expectations as · to the number of
students registering each day was
accurately predicted, with two notable
exceptions. Both reasons had nothing to
do with the Registrar. One was the
blackout of September 9, which
prevented many students irom reaching
the college. As a result, the pext day saw
long lines. The other r�son was the
Labor Day vacation, which left the
college deserted. Long lines appeared
the next.day.
Another problem that seemed to be 1
answered this semester was the
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Redemj,tion Songs

In this column, "'l'he Popular Arts," we
intend to discuss production in the popular arts of film, theatre, and music. We
will try to do so with a critical but
compassionate intelligence, for the
intent and ,achievement of the best criticism is not to disparage or discourage,
but to ponder, opine, helpfully suggest
and encourage. We, also, welcome letters
from our readers.
·

.

.
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Th� Popular Arts:

by Dapiel Gar

Film: Carbon
Copy

This movie begins with George Segal, as
Walter Whitney, awake and in bed
during the early hours, quietly trying to
excite his wife, played by Susan Saint
James, into having sex. She brushes him
off with, "Why don't you do what con
siderate _husbands do? They play golf
and go joggjng." He, very much in need
1
ofsatiae_lon:l!r�s t�:foi;�e hiqi.self o"n her,
only to be interrupeci by the maid newly
hired by his wife, and, then, the wifes'·
daughter by a previous' marriage. They
seem to look <;J.own on his passion as
strange and disgusting; they look !)t him
as if he were an intruder. When,
moments later, after he and his wife
have been left al�ne, he asks her about,
the origins of the maid, who he had not
seen before. She answers, "She's new. I
had to get rid of the other on�; she didn't
know her place."
These early scenes between Segal and
Saint James set the themes of this intel
ligent and funny comedy in motion.
Segal, playing a businessman in San
Moreno, California, is · easily likeable,
projecting intelligence, decency, conven
tionality, l}.ll unself-conscious masculin
ity and mild innoc�nce amid the affluent
surr0undings he's both worked for and
married.himself into. Susan Saint James
as the wife is self-centered, cold,
common-sensical considering her always
_elevated social position, and racist as a
result of breeding and _this same ·sense.
It is possible, from the beginning, to
perceive George Segal's character as the
stereotypical good white man and his
wife as the stereotypical white bitch. He
represents liberalism and she represents
conservatism, both of which are ques·
tioned throughout the movie as a result
of the appearance of a son that Walter
never knew he had, a son he fathered
before he left the boy's mother to go to
San Moreno and make money to set
himself-l!Ild her up, not knowing he'd be
instantly successful and installed in the
corporate system.

Afterwards, begins Walter's· fight . af uence and, consequent y, the. racist
with. the corporate-upper· class system I capitalist system which gave it to him,
that he is part of. They tell him that it's yet, he is still human. That this evident
okay to ·have a Black son, just so he humanity is necessary' and good, for it is
- doesn't claim him, and just so he doesn't human beings, whether· liberal or
give him any of the material and social co·nservative, Black or white, that each
benefits that would come from being hi� of us interacts with, not monsters or
son. Ultimately, he refuses to follow walking ideas.
This movie, directed by Michael
their instruction not to claim the young
man. This is financially unfortunate for Shultz, who I believe is one of the few
him, for he finds himself thrown out of Black; directors continuously "working,
the house, stripped of liis credit cards questions not only racism·· but' our as
and bank account, and left to, as Paul sumptions about racism and liberalism.
Winfield as the attorney recommended It .has its many true moments and a few
to-Walter says, "watch the game played lifeless moments. This is the kind of
as·a Black man," which is what Walter movie that is called, consescendlingly, a
does begin to do. Financially, he keeps formula movie, which sounds ridiculous
falling lower but spiritually he becomes when it's remembered that all movies
stronger. when he and Roger end up in have a formula, design or vision. A
Watts, after Walter has spent his first inovie, all movies, involve talent, spon
day cleaning out stalls, Walter says, "I - taneity, and calculation.
By the latest scene of this movie, com
don't mind us living in Watts, but why
do we have to live in the poor section?" munication between father and son had
He is ignorant of the living conditions oI been attained and, also, between film
Blacks in certain areas, ignorant of the makers and audience.
Denzel Washington, as the son Roger,
limitations plac�d on them, ignorant of
the fact that Watts is ail a poor section. comes to visit Walter from out of town
This ignorance works as an avenue to, after his mother dies. The character· he
ward evaluation and thought but plays is soft spoken, thoughtful, and
through realistic eyes, it itself is not assertive. At first, Walter doesn't like
realistic. Segal's character does seem Roger: Roger is not ceremoniously
fairly· conscious so these touches of pleasant: he doesn'.t observe prescribed
innocence l;U"e simultaneously likably ·rules of manner and place. He walks into
deifying and off-putting. After all, Walter's office, looks over the place,
Walter's livec;! in this capitalist system,_ gil.ring his opinions on it as he makes
at the top of it, for years; hasn't he seen himself comfortable, then, begins to talk I
its workings? Hasn't he been called on of his illegitimacy, finally telling Walter
at various times to take up its banner that he is his father. His father soon
and perform cruelties under it and upon approaches his wife, telling her of a poor
the underprivileged many? Ac.cording to "Black boy" that they could give a •
the movie, he has not, and so, this is his temporary shelter to. He doesn't want to
let her know that Roger is his son, but he
education.
During his fall, there are good, intelli- does want to give Roger a place to stay
he's in town. Walter explains to
while
gent, and telling moments between
Walter and Roger, Walter and· a young her that it would give the boy a chance
businessman-friend whom he seems to see something better than he's
preoccupied with learning the sordid known, inspiring him, to which his wife
details of the new events in Walter's life, replies that they'd only be giving the
and, also, between Walter and his father- boy false expectations of upward
in-law, the head of the corporation where mobility. He then appeals · to her
Walter used to work. His father-in-law is humanity and consciousness, reminding
sensitively played by Jack Warden. The her of years of discrimination, asking
man comes off as being committed �o his her if she doesn't feel responsible. She

answers, "Responsible? When are· we
going to stop feeling responsible? They
already have welfare, urban housing,
unemployment benefits and four of their
own teleyision series. When are we going
to stop being responsible? When we are
, going to be even?"
I As read by Saint James, these lines
; are funny, and also, seem naturally
I expressive of a certain type of
awareness; it seems quite honest. Yes, it
is the response of a racist sensibility, but
it should be noted that this character,
and a cc;mple of others in the film, are
racist, but the film itself is not. A racist
film is not a film which examines racism,
but a film which depicts racial situations
narrowly and encourages us, through

nigger for you" or "Ain't that just like a
honky?" A racist fil.m, does not e�e
racism, it accepts racism as given, as
just. Also, if anything, it can be
-r egretted that the Saint James
character is too nearly a caricature.
Finally, Walter convinces his wife to
let the boy stay by appealing to her
impulse to be socially interesting and
envied. She takes the boy into her home
because it is unu;mal and will be talked
about as a strange and charitable
enterprise, a firsf Roger, actually a
young man, during his first night there,
though pleasant, is attacked by the
aggressively insulting statements of
·Walter's step-dauther and the well
meaniI).g but patronizing statements of
Walter's wife, Mrs. Whitney. Soon,
Walter blurts out that the young man is
his son. Mrs. Whitney and her daughter
have to be sedate� and taken out of the
house.
what is presented. to say. "Yes. that's a
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CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS
CUNY-BA
Program

The CUNY-BA Program, which began
in 1971, offers highly motivated
students with a clear idea of their educa
tional and career goals, the chance to
design ·an individualized course of study
leading to a Bachelor of ·Arts or a
Bachelor of Science degree awarded by
City University. Its offices are housed in
the CUNY Graduate Center at 33 W. 42
Street.
The program is open to ·cuNY students
who have successfully completed fifteen
credits. Each student -works with a
faculty committee of two or more to plan
a program that offers a broad academic
background as well as in-- depth
knowledge in a particular area of concen
tration. The usual major and minor
requirements do not apply.
CUNY-BA students may earn up to
thirty credits for independent study or
field ·work; up t6 fifteen of these IJ1ay be
awarded for a student's previous related
experience. This is an especially gra
tifying arrangement for the mature
student who enters with solid career
experience.
Di:. Jean Buchin is the Baruch.Coord
inator of this program. Her office is
located at 315 Park Ave. South, Rm.
1012. She can be reached at 725-7641.
Deadline for applications is Nov. 1,
1981.

life

SIGMA ALPHA
DELTA
Tutorial Committee
Services
Need help in a course? Thinking of drop
ping it? Well, before you do we at Sigma
Alpha Delta would like to help.
S.A.D. tutorial c ommittee . has
qualified tutors who will provide tutorial
services of two hours a ·week per tutee at
no cost to the tutee.
If you want to be tutored, contact
Robin Selditch at room 529, 26th street
building and you will be assigned a tut
or. But, do it now before it's too late!
Also, fof those evening students who
would like to become tutors · and earn
extra money, contact Robin Selditch
above for further details.

Evening Session
Student Assembly
Announces its next
meeting:

Thursday, October 15, 1981 9:15 PM
All are invited to attend

PART-TIME COLLEGE JOB OPENING
SECRETARY NEEDED TO WORK PART-TIME FOR
BARUCH COLLEGE EVENING SESSION STUDENT ASSEMBLY
Monday athr-u Thursday, 5PM - 9PM
Typing and organization skills required
Please apply at Assembly Office, Room 501, 26th St. Bldg.
or at Director of Evening Affairs Office, Room 5--, 26th St. Bldg.

Note from the

Registrar

Graduate students and seniors should
be aware that th!;! registrar's office is
planning to conduct early registration
for the Spring semester during the week
of December 7th through the 10th. More
detailed confirmatfon will be released by ·
the Registrar's office towards the end of
November.
·

Grade Appeal
Procedure

Make Up Exams

The MAKE-UP and VALIDATION
EXA MS in the Department of
Marketing w'Jl take place on ·Tuesday,
Octo_ber 20, 1981.
Students must make their application
with the Curricular Guidance Office or
the Graduate Office before October 15th
in order to be eligible to take this exam.
Evening Session
Day Session
2-4 P.M.
7.9 P.M.
Room 1862
Room 826
3 6ffi6th Street
PAS
Exams can be taken at either · time.
Students will ·not be notified by mail.

'rhe Jane Globus
Seminar Series
BARRY COMMONER
esday, October 13 at 11:00 a.m.
Faculty Lounge 5th flr., 24th St.
Dr. Commoner, a biologist concerned
about the environment, is Director of
the Center for the Biology of Nature
Systems at Queens College, CUNY, He
ran for President as the People's Party
candidate in 1980 and has written a
book, Politics of Energy, on alternative
·
uses of energy.
Tu

MARTIN DAVIS

SIGMA ALPHA
DELTA

1. When a student believes that his or
her final grade "for a course does not
'accurately reflect his or her
performance, he or she will first
discuss the mater with the instructor
who submitted the grade.
2. If after this co�ference the student If you have at least 45 credits, of which
remains dissatisfied, he or she may 18 credits were taken at Baruch, and a
request in writing that the depart 'B' minus average, then you are eligible
to join Sigma Alpha Delta (Baruch
ment chairperson bring the matter
before the departmental Executive College's evening students honor service
Committee. In the request, the society).
On October 30, SAD will be holding
student shall state the reasons for
his or her dissatisfaction, ·with sup its annual "New Candidates" dinner. If
you did not receive an invitation to join
porting acaqemic evidence.
3. Under _normal circumstances, the us on that date and you have the neces
student's right to request depart sary qualifications listed above and
mental review of the course grade would like to become a member of
shall be limited to the four weeks of S.A.D., don't delay ...ACT NOW! Visit
the semester following the · one in room 529·, 26th Street building and leave
your name, address, and phone number
'which the grade was earned.
4. The departmental Executive Com- · and social security number with Robin
mittee shall consider the student's Selditch as soon as possible before
statement and any statement offered · October 21, 1981.
lf you do qualify to join Sigma Alpha
·by the instructor. The Committee
shall act within four weeks of receipt Delta, you will be notified as to the time
of the student's request, and notice and place of the New Candidates dinner.
of its decision shall be communicat We look forwa_rd to seeing you on
ed in writing to both the instructor October 30, 1981.
and the student,
5. If the departmental Executive Com
mittee votes to·sustain the student's
Community Discussion
appeal, the department chairperson
Groups
shall forward a signed Change-of
Grade form to the Registrar.
6. Either the instructor or the student
Dean Hank Wilson �as announced
may appeal the departmental Execu
this year's Baruch Community
tive Committee decision before the
Groups (last year's Spring
Discussion
end of the semester. In such cases,
Raps)-A-n informal gathering of
the department cl\airperson shall re
faculty, students, administrators, and
fer the mat�r to the College om
alumni for dinner and discussion in the·
budsman. If the Ombudsman does
not concur with the departmental . homes of Baruch faculty members.
All students are eligible and are
decision, the matter will be referred
to a special committee appointed by encouraged to participate. Sign up with
Dr. Carl Kj.rschner at Room 1739/360
the Provost for a final dec;ision and
PAS, telephone 725-3347.
for approprirate action thereafter.

Membership

Monday, October, 26 at 3:00 p.m.
Globus Lounge 360 PAS
Professor Martin Davis, the well-known
logician, will speak on "Unsolvable Prob
lems in Mathematics.·• This seminar
should be of special interest to those inte
rested in computers. It is sponsored by
the Mathematics Department.

ALFRED D. CHANDLER, JR.
Tuesday, November 17 at 4:00 p.m.
Globus Lou11ge 360 PAS
"The most prominent bµsiness historian
in the United States," Dr. Chandler is
the Straus Professor of Business
History at Harvard University's Gra
duate School of ·Business -Administra
tion. Chandler will speak on "Global En
terpri_se: Economic and National Charac
teristics, An Historical Overview."
.

.

V. A.KOLVE
Thursday, November 19 at 2:15 p.m.
AV Studio, Room 112
Professor K o l v e , a well-know1;1
mediaevalist, wil · show slides with his
presentation on medieval iconography,
which he entitles: "Fools In and Out of
Motley: or, The Middle Ages Imagines
Us." Kolve has written The Play Called
Corpus Christi as well as a forthcoming
book on Chaucer from Stanford Univer
sity Press. He is Professor of E;nglish at
the University of Virginia.

JOSEPH DAUBEN
Monday, November 30 at 3:00 p.m.
Globus Lounge 360 PAS
Professor Dauben, now at Harvard Uni
versity, will speak on "Cantor-Dedikind
Pierce-The Origins of Pragmatism and
the Infinite." This semin:ar is sponsored
by the Department of Mathematics but
will be of special interdepartmental in
terest; particularly to those in history,
philosophy, and literature.
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STl]DENT CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FUN-DA-MENTALS
By Flora N. Daniels·

ANSWER TO
VERBAL ASSIMULATION
Synonym
L Pervasive
2. Forcefully
3. Harmful
4. Assumption
5. Lazy
6. To Lie
7. To Reverse
8. To Cut
9. Detracting
10. Surrend
Work List
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By Flora N. Daniels

Answer
.1. Prevalent
2. Vehemently
3. Pernicious
4. Presumption
5. Slovenly
6. Prevaricate
7. Circumvent
8. Lacerate
9. Derogatory
10. Capitulate

Circumvent, prevaricate, capitulate, lacerate, presumption, vehemently, slovenly,
pernicious, prevalent, derogatory.
Instructions
Match the word list with the synonym list and find the hidden answer that com
pletes the sentence in Flora's Philosophy below. Use only the underscored letters in
the order of their appearance.·

FLORA'S PHILOSOPHY
BE ASSIDUOUS ANO PERSERVERE!
QUITTERS NEVER WIN;
WINNER NEVER QUIT!

Evening Student Services and Facilities
DEPARTMENT
ADMISSIONS

BOOKS'f0,f(!;:
BURSAR
CAFETERIA

-r

CAREER COUNSELING
&...PLACEMENT
COUNSELING & TESTING
CURRICULAR GUIDANCE
Business
Liberal Arts
Education
ED. COMPUTER CENTER
EVENING & GRADUATE
STUDENT SERVICES
EVENING SESSION
STUDENT ASSEMBLY
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
GRADUATE DIVISION
GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSEMBLY
HELPLINE
I.D. ROOM
LIBRARY
MEDICAL OFFICE
REGISTRAR
REPORTER
SECURITY
STUDENT CENTER
VETERANS AFFAIRS

; '.....' c'H

LOCATION
Rm 213, 24 St.
:easement, 360P AS
Rm 109, 24 St.
10th Fl, 23 St.
5th Fl., 26 St.
1st Fl., 24 St.
Rm 1711, 360 PAS

PHONE
3158
7116
3026
254-4269
532-9336
532-3068
3062

Rm 1735, 360 PAS

4458

Rm 902, 26 St.
Rm 1521, 23 St.
rm 1005, 315 PAS
Rm 313, 26 St.

3301
3328
4473
3109

Rm 525-529, 26 St.
Rm 509, 26 St.

3385
3031

Rm 205, 24 St.
Rm 910, 26 St.
Rm 514, 26 St.

3069
3250
4172

Rm 516, 26 St.
Rm 102, 24 St.
6&7 Fl., 24 St.
Rm 308, 23 St.
2nd Fl., 24 St.
Rm 521, 26 St.
Rm 102, 24 St.
137 E. 22nd St.

4177
3010
3112
3243
3133
7297
3010
3230

Rm 1710, 360 PAS

4450

HOURS
T-6pm
M-Th, 5-8 pm
M,T,TH - 6:45 pm
M -Th,· 8 pm
M-Th,· 8 pm
M - Th, - 8:30 pm
M,T,Th - 6:00 pm
T & W, 5 - 8 pm

Acro"ss
1. Res·idence
5. A valuable
9. Flu�ter
13. Divided
14. Not in
15. Angry

16.
17.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Withered
North West State
Word Ending
Attempt
A pair
Remember the__

25. Facility
27. Black
M,T,Th 5 - 7:45 pm
M & W 5 - 5:30, 6:45-8:15, W - 3-7 pm 28. Pills
32. The Pied_
By appointment
35. Hearing Organ
M Th, · 9:30 pm
36. Dart
40. Clubs
M - Th, 2:30 · 9:30 pm
41. To pry
M - Th; 4 · 8 pm
42. S. Amer. Indian group
43. Unwilling
M,T,Th - 8 pm
44. Sound systems
46. Food fish
M,W.Th - 7:00 pm
49. Clothe
to be scheduled
52. Suitable
55. Ancient
Th - 6 pm
57. Frozen water
to be scheduled
58. indefinite article
M - Th, 5 · 9 pm, Sat 10 - 5
60. Sunshine state
62. Narrow cut
M - Th. 5 - 9:00 pm
63. Western·show
M - Th, 5:30 - 7 pm
65. Bombast
to be scheduled
66. Indian corn
24 hours
67. Mix
M - F, 8 pm/10 pm closing on
68. Alabama City
Fri. for schedules events
69. Equal
M - Th - 7 pm

All offices have 9 am - 5 pm hours unless indicated otherwise.
All telephone extensions preceded by 725Buildings: Student Center - 137 E 22nd Street
155 East 24th St.
46 East 26th St.
360 Park Avenue South
315 Park Avenue South
For Further information contact the Office of Evening & Graduate Student Servicl:)s.

Down
1. Urgency
2. A process
3. __ Tyler Moore
and namesakes
4. Before
6. Fuel Residue
7. Sol

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.

_ _
James
Draw up
Trala__
Consumed
Evita__
Blackbirds baked

17.
18.
24.
26.
28.
29.
30.
31.
33.
34.
37.
38.
39.
45.
46.
47.
48.
50.
51.
53.
54.
55.
56.
59.
61.
62.
64.

Myself
Lighted
W. Siberian River
Sport Jackets
Snares
Color
Obliterate
Soars
For
Self
Pluck wool
Ribonucleic Acid
To banish
Threesome
Headliners
Degree (abbrev.)
Put off
__Tomlin
To prevent
Flora's nickname
Evergreen
First man
Southern state (abbrev.)
Negative word
Not well
Tree fluid
Comb form twice

...
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REPORTER

. WHAT 11S ASP.A
Association with Prof�ssianal Managers
- �Success In Business
Participation and Growth
Advancenient In Career Goals
'

f

If you want to experie�ce these things and more
come to ASPA'S first annual meeting and
membership drive ...
Wh_en -Thursday, October 15, 1981
. Where - 523 26th Street. - ASPA office.
Time - 9:00- P.M.

Exec-utive_ position available.

�--

-' *· American Society for Personel Administration*

....

